Structural and functional relationships of FAN1.
FANCD2/FANCI-associated nuclease (FAN1) is a 5' flap structure-specific endonuclease and 5' to 3' exonuclease. This nuclease can resolve interstrand cross-links (ICLs) independently of the Fanconi anemia (FA) pathway and controls the progression of stalled replication forks in an FA-dependent manner, thereby maintaining chromosomal stability. Several FAN1 mutations are observed in various cancers and degenerative diseases. Recently, several crystal structures of the FAN1-DNA complexes have been reported, and to date, these represent the only structures for a DNA bound ICL-repair nuclease. Puzzlingly, human FAN1 forms two different quaternary structures with different DNA binding modes, and based on these structures, two ICL-repair mechanisms have been proposed. In one mechanism, monomeric FAN1 recognizes the 5' flap terminal phosphate via a basic pocket and successively cleaves at every third nucleotide of the DNA substrates. In the other mechanism, dimeric FAN1 scans, latches, and unwinds the postnick duplex of the substrate DNA to direct the scissile phosphodiester group to the active site. In this review, we discuss the structures, function, and proposed mechanisms of FAN1 nuclease, and provide the insights into its role in ICL repair and in processing of stalled replication forks.